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Pressure Enhancement of the Giant Magnetocaloric Effect in Tb5Si2Ge2
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Effects of temperature and pressure on magnetic, elastic, structural, and thermal properties of
Tb5Si2Ge2 have been studied by means of macroscopic (thermal expansion and magnetization) and
microscopic (neutron powder diffraction) techniques. We present evidence that the high-temperature
second-order ferromagnetic transition can be coupled with the low-temperature first-order structural
phase change into a single first-order magnetic-crystallographic transformation at and above a
tricritical point in the vicinity of 8.6 kbar. This pressure-induced coupling has a remarkable effect
on the magnetocaloric effect, transforming Tb5Si2Ge2 from an ordinary into a giant magnetocaloric
effect material.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.93.137201 PACS numbers: 75.30.Sg, 62.50.+p, 75.25.+z, 75.30.Kz
Magnetic refrigeration is an emerging technology with
a potential to soon become an alternative to the existing
vapor-compression approach [1–3]. Magnetic cooling is
based on the magnetocaloric effect (MCE), an intrinsic
thermodynamic property of magnetic solids, which
manifests as an adiabatic temperature change or as an
isothermal magnetic entropy change. Worldwide quest for
materials exhibiting large MCE’s near room-temperature
in order to improve existing prototypes is currently under-
way. Some of the latest examples include MnFeP1�xAsx
[4], MnAs1�xSbx [5] and La�FexSi1�x�13 [6], many others
can be found in recent reviews [7–9].

The R5�SixGe1�x�4 system, where R � rare earth ele-
ment, is a unique family of giant MCE materials [10]
where a remarkable physics has been found [11] including
strong magnetoelastic effects [12], and giant magnetore-
sistance [13]. The observed phenomenology has been
associated with an intrinsically layered crystallographic
structure built by stacking two-dimensional sub-nano-
meter-thick layers (slabs) interconnected via partially
covalent interslab (Si,Ge)–(Si,Ge) bonds [14]. Three
different crystal structures are observed at room-
temperature depending on the Si/Ge ratio for the R �
Gd series [15], which are intimately related to the number
of formed interslab covalentlike bonds: the O(I) ortho-
rhombic (Pnma) structure where all bonds are formed;
the O(II) orthorhombic structure (Pnma) with no inter-
slab bonds; and the monoclinic (M) P1121=a structure
where every other bond is broken. The formation or cleav-
age of these bonds by changing external parameters such
as temperature, magnetic field, or hydrostatic pressure
[10–21] results in dramatic crystallographic, electronic,
and magnetic changes, thus explaining the powerful mag-
netoresponsive properties of these materials.
0031-9007=04=93(13)=137201(4)$22.50 
Tb5�SixGe1�x�4 is the second best studied series [22–
27] where a comprehensive neutron diffraction character-
ization has been possible [26,27] due to the absence of Gd,
an element with an enormous neutron absorption cross
section. Alloys with intermediate compositions 0:4 �
x � 0:6 present a paramagnetic (PM) M structure at
room-temperature, the ground state being ferromagnetic
(FM) and O(I). Unlike the Gd5�SixGe1�x�4 alloys where a
coupled first-order M�PM� ! O�I��FM� transition takes
place on cooling, long-range ferromagnetism sets in
Tb5Si2Ge2 within the monoclinic phase at TC before the
M ! O�I� structural transformation takes place at Tt [27].
As a result, the structural and magnetic transitions are no
longer coupled in this system, and on cooling the follow-
ing phase sequence is observed: M�PM� ! M�FM� !
O�I��FM�. A decoupling of the magnetic and structural
transformations has also been observed in Er5Si4 [28].

Recently, we reported that under hydrostatic pressure
the transition temperature at the second-order boundary
is rather moderately affected ( � 0:3–0:7 K=kbar),
whereas pressure effect is significantly stronger ( �
3 K=kbar) at the first-order magneto-structural line
when R � Gd [21]. The effect of pressure is, therefore,
that of enhancing the interlayer interactions, favoring the
ferromagnetic O(I) state as also demonstrated for Gd5Ge4
[20]. Within this approach, application of hydrostatic
pressure in Tb5Si2Ge2 should lead to a moderate increase
of the second-order Curie temperature TC, a much
stronger effect is expected at the first-order structural
transformation Tt. In this Letter, we report a comprehen-
sive study of the temperature-pressure (T–P) phase dia-
gram of Tb5Si2Ge2 by means of thermal expansion,
magnetization, and neutron powder diffraction experi-
ments under hydrostatic pressure. A coupling of the fer-
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FIG. 1. (a) Magnetization (open symbols) and LTE (block
symbols) under selected values of hydrostatic pressure of
Tb5Si2Ge2 measured on heating. The inset shows a detail of
the magnetization vs. temperature curves in the vicinity of Tt.
The pressure values have been determined at the transition
temperatures. (b) Temperature-pressure phase diagram as de-
termined from magnetization (open circles and squares) and
LTE (block squares) data. The dashed and solid lines depict the
second-order and first-order transition lines, respectively. The
hatched area signals the vicinity of the tricritical point.
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romagnetic transition with the structural change (TC �
Tt) is demonstrated at a tricritical point in the vicinity of
8.6 kbar. The impact of coupling magnetic and crystal
lattices on the MCE of this material is evaluated allowing
to quantify the relative contributions of the change in the
crystallographic and magnetic structures to the total
entropy in a single alloy.

Details on the preparation and characterization of
Tb5Si2Ge2 can be found in Refs. [22] and [26]. Linear
thermal expansion (LTE) measurements under pressure
up to 11 kbar (room-temperature value) were performed
using the strain-gauge technique in a standard CuBe
piston-cylinder cell. A mixture of mineral oils was used
as the pressure transmitting medium and the pressure
values at different temperatures were determined using
a Manganin pressure sensor. A miniature hydrostatic
pressure cell was used for magnetization measurements
in a commercial (Quantum Design Ltd.) SQUID magne-
tometer. The pressure value was determined at low tem-
peratures using the known pressure dependence of the
critical temperature of the superconducting state of a Pb
sensor placed inside the cell. The magnetization has been
measured under pressures up to 9.7 kbar (value at 7 K) at
temperatures from 5 to 300 K and in magnetic fields up to
50 kOe.

Neutron diffraction experiments were carried out on
the high-intensity two-axis diffractometer D20 (
 �

2:40 �A) at the ILL, Grenoble. Neutron diffraction pat-
terns were dynamically acquired at temperatures ranging
from 75 to 125 K (cooling runs), at atmospheric pressure
and under a hydrostatic pressure of 9 kbar by means of a
standard stainless steel clamped cell.

In Fig. 1(a) we display the LTE of Tb5Si2Ge2 (block
symbols) at different values of the applied hydrostatic
pressure. A large jump, observed in the LTE, is associated
with the first-order M�FM� $ O�I��FM� crystallographic
transition [26,27] at Tt 	 93 K (heating). This change in
the structure takes place within the ferromagnetic phase
since long-range ferromagnetism is destroyed at higher
temperatures within the M structure [27]. This is clearly
seen in the zero-pressure low-field (500 Oe) magnetiza-
tion measurements (open symbols) where TC 	 111 K.
The structural transition is also seen in magnetization
measurements as a small steplike anomaly at Tt, e.g., as
indicated by a vertical arrow under 0 kbar in the figure
and as can be seen in more detail in the inset.
Combination of LTE and magnetization measurements
has allowed determining the evolution of both structural
and magnetic changes upon application of hydrostatic
pressure. The obtained T–P phase diagram is shown in
Fig. 1(b) where the transition temperature values have
been taken at the maximum derivative of the correspond-
ing macroscopic property being monitored (for the sake
of clarity, only values upon heating the sample are dis-
played). It is worth noting the good agreement between
137201-2
the Tt values as determined from the LTE and magneti-
zation data. Consistent with the Gd5�SixGe1�x�4 series
[20,21], both Tt and TC shift linearly with pressure to
higher temperatures at rates dTt=dP � �2:64�6� K=kbar
and, at P< 8 kbar, dTC=dP � �0:54�3� K=kbar, see
Fig. 1(b). For the dTC/dP only the values below 8 kbar
have been determined since both first-order (solid line)
and second-order (dashed line) phase boundaries merge
at a tricritical point at 
8:6 kbar. Above this pressure,
a coupled magnetic-crystallographic transformation
M�PM� $ O�I��FM� takes place.

In order to confirm macroscopic measurements, we
carried out neutron powder diffraction experiments under
a hydrostatic pressure of 9 kbar. A zero-pressure thermal
scan was also required in order to account for the effect of
137201-2



FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the integrated intensity
of selected (marked in Fig. 2, the M peak used being the one at
higher angles) purely magnetic diffraction peaks as determined
from D20 data under 9 kbar. This experiment was performed
on cooling the sample. For comparison, the inset displays the
thermal dependence of the O(I) and M magnetic peaks in zero
pressure.

FIG. 2. Thermodiffractogram of Tb5Si2Ge2 in zero-pressure
(a) and under a 9 kbar hydrostatic pressure (b) in a selected
angular range as measured in the high-intensity two-axis
diffractometer D20 on cooling. The O(I), M, and O�I� �M
diffraction peaks are purely magnetic in origin.
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the pressure cell. In Fig. 2, strong differences in the three-
dimensional thermodiffractogram in a selected angular
range are clearly visible. The marked diffraction peaks
are purely magnetic in origin coming from the M, O(I) or
both �O�I� �M� phases. The M(FM) peaks at zero-
pressure are consistent with a previous study [27], yet
they are no longer present at 9 kbar [Fig. 2(b)]. In
Fig. 3, the integrated intensities of these three magnetic
reflections as functions of temperature under 9 kbar are
shown. The results at 0 kbar have been included in the
inset. Thus, magnetic scattering demonstrates the exis-
tence of a coupled first-order M�PM� $ O�I��FM� trans-
formation under 9 kbar below 	 120 K as expected from
the T–P phase diagram obtained from macroscopic mea-
surements [Fig. 1(b)]. It is also interesting to note that we
have detected magnetic intensity [not clearly seen in
Fig. 2(b)] of the M phase below 	 114 K. This reflects
the ferromagnetic ordering of the remaining fraction of
M(PM) phase in the two-phase region where O(I)(FM)
and M(PM) coexist, in reasonable agreement with the
shift of TC with pressure as determined previously.
Therefore, including the regions where different phases
coexist, the sequence of structural and magnetic transi-
tions on cooling are as follows: M�PM�!M�FM�!
137201-3
�M�FM��O�I��FM��!O�I��FM� at P�0, and M�PM�!
�M�PM��O�I��FM��!�M�FM��O�I��FM��!O�I��FM�
at P � 9 kbar.

The magnetic entropy change !SM has been calculated
as described in Ref. [1] using magnetization isotherms
measured in the 70-150 K temperature interval every
2.5 K in magnetic fields up to 50 kOe under several values
of the hydrostatic pressure. To our knowledge, this is the
first time the impact of an applied hydrostatic pressure on
the magnetocaloric effect of a material has been reported.
We display the results in Fig. 4 for a magnetic field change
of !H � 50 kOe. In a recent Letter, Pecharsky et al. [17]
suggested that in systems with first-order magneto-
structural transitions, such as R5�SixGe1�x�4, the giant
MCE is the sum of the conventional magnetic entropy-
driven process, plus the difference in entropy of the two
crystallographic modifications, !Sst:

�!S�T � �!SM�T � �!Sst�T

� �0

Z H

0

�
@M
@T

�
H
dH� �!Sst�T (1)

Although !Sst is a hidden parameter in conventional
magnetization measurements, !Sst has been estimated to
account for more than a half of the total MCE in low
magnetic fields by comparing with other members of the
5:4 family without first-order magneto-structural trans-
formations [17]. To date, a quantitative determination of
both contributions in a single alloy has not been achieved
and, therefore, Tb5Si2Ge2 represents a unique scenario to
137201-3
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FIG. 4. Magnetocaloric effect in Tb5Si2Ge2 for a 50 kOe
magnetic field change under the following hydrostatic pres-
sures: 0 ( � ), 3.4 (�), 6 (�), and 10.2 (�) kbar (pressure
values are at the maximum of the entropy change).
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analyze Eq. (1), since we can change from a second-order
to a first-order transformation by applying hydrostatic
pressure to the sample. That is indeed what is observed
in Fig. 4. In zero pressure, the maximum of the entropy
change amounts to j!Sj (TC, P � 0 kbar) � 13:4 J=kg-K,
this being an upper limit for j!SMj. Once the two tran-
sitions in Tb5Si2Ge2 merge at high pressures, a signifi-
cantly higher value of 22.1 J/kg-K is obtained, and
therefore we can obtain j!Sstj by using Eq. (1) as
j!Sstj � j!Sj�9 kbar� � j!Sj�0 kbar�> 9 J=kg-K. This
value is in reasonable agreement, considering the differ-
ences in the transition temperature values, with the 9.3 J/
kg-K estimated for the Gd5�SixGe1�x�4 series [17], thus
supporting all of the above discussion.

As is also observed in Fig. 4, the application of pressure
changes significantly the shape of the entropy change of
the sample, the peak being sharper as we approach the
tricritical point. Nevertheless, by integrating the MCE
curves in Fig. 4 over the whole temperature range, we
obtained a constant value for the areas of 596�8� J=kg,
this being consistent with the sum rule [9] (we have
confirmed the saturation magnetization to be virtually
independent of pressure by measuring magnetization iso-
therms at 5 K under pressure, not shown here).

In conclusion, we have determined the temperature-
pressure phase diagram of Tb5Si2Ge2 by means of ther-
mal expansion, magnetization, and neutron powder dif-
fraction under hydrostatic pressure, a tricritical point
being found in the vicinity of 8.6 kbar. The tricritical
137201-4
point signals collapse of the high-temperature second-
order magnetic transition with the low-temperature first-
order crystallographic transformation. Merging two
transformations has a tremendous impact on the shape
and maximum value of the magnetocaloric effect, the
value of the purely crystallographic contribution to the
total entropy change has been quantified to be over 9 J/kg-
K, or nearly 40% of the MCE for !H � 50 kOe.
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